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Good day to you. Some news today for listeners and shortly Steve Stuttle who manages the station 

will join me. For personal reasons I have decided to stop writing and broadcasting We The People 

narratives. This is my epilogue regarding We The People and my opportunity to thank all the 

marvellous listeners of 4CRB for your unwavering support, your contributions, advice and sometimes 

constructive criticism.  It's been a marvellous three years and credit to 4CRB for inviting me to run 

the program and for having the courage to do so at times. After 184 narratives and navigating the 

challenging field of political correctness and poor legislation it's time to go for personal reasons.  In a 

brief moment of self indulgence I would like to let you know that not once in all the narratives over 

three years has anyone found an error in the facts I have put forward.......not once. This is important 

as it underpins the opinion part of the segments which of course some will agree with and some will 

not. Fortunately for you that's the end of the self indulgence but not the end of your opportunity to 

contribute to this great country as we are in deep trouble with financial and moral debt and the 

direction society is travelling. There is much to be done else we fall into national disrepair and with 

the planned extra 500,000 people coming to the Gold Coast the politicians are determined to ruin 

our home town. We must remain vigilant and support only those in government who serve us well.  

Now as I mentioned Steve Stuttle joins me to bring you up to speed an current events regrading We 

The People. Steve.............. 

 

Personal Interview with Steve Stuttle GM   (Choose the 184 audio to hear the interview) 

 

Thanks Steve and yes it's a time of mixed emotions for me and again my thanks to the thousands of 

loyal listeners of 4CRB. Keep listening as in the near future our new program will be launched and I 

hope you find it interesting and entertaining. I will endeavour to do my very best for you, the listener 

and be sure that behind the scenes I will be to keeping the pressure up on our wayward politicians 

and especially in Council. God bless you and........ 

Until next time this is Kent Bayley 


